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The President’s Message
Summer has arrived, are you ready?
“Summer is a period of luxurious growth. To be in harmony with the atmosphere of
summer, awaken early in the morning and reach to the sun for nourishment to flourish
as the gardens do. Work, play, travel, be joyful, and grow into selfless service. The
bounty of the outside world enters and enlivens us.” -Paul Pitchford
The rain is gone for now. Let’s make the time to get out and drive our cars.
Looking forward to Fourth of July parade in Newhall, CA. Come on out and cheer us on
or better yet get in your car and join us.
Stay cool, hydrated and enjoy Summer 2019!
Best,
Denny

Spotlight couple for July, 2019
Clark and Robin Pomeroy
Oh sure, it’s easy to pass off Robin and Clark as the
couple that lives between Justin Bieber and the
Kardashians in Calabassas, but there is more to the
Pomeroys. Both are Southern California natives,
allowing for the fact that Clark was born to a So Cal
couple stationed in Klamath Falls, OR and returned when
he was but 2. Robin, born and bred in the Glendale,
Sunland -Tujunga area, has never lived
outside the 213 area code (although the
codes have changed on her.)
Clark has had an interest in cars (vehicles
in general) since he was 11 years old
when he bought a 1929 Model A Special
Coupe with money he made from a paper
route. Being limited to driving his A
around his family’s extensive lot in Sun
Valley, he swapped it for an Indian
Doodlebug “motorcycle”, so he could
affect terror on the streets of the northeast valley. Upon
starting high school, Clark found a 48 Merc coupe more to
his style and that was his ride for 4 years, then graduating
to a 58 Chevy Biscayne with a 348 and three on the tree.
This was his transportation to his job with a small
manufacturing company, subcontracting to the US Navy
for design and development of a DSRV (deep sea
recovery vehicle). In this setting, Clark was able to hone is
mechanical skills and design talents in the womb of a
small, under funded company run by a father and his

incompetent and incorrigible son. After a blown New
Year’s Eve, when Junior achieved his zenith of ignorance
and virtually sabotaged the project, Clark was let go due
to HIS poor attitude.
With a wife and young daughter, Clark was anxious to
find a new job. The headhunters were grim determined to
send him to other manufacturing slots, which didn’t seem
like a good fit for Clark, so he answered an ad in the
classified ads for a restaurant manager position. His only
restaurant experience was going with his dad, a Farmer
Brothers coffee route man, during the
summers and visiting restaurants he called on.
But there loomed a fascination with the
hospitality business and soon Clark was the
assistant manager for a Four and Twenty Pies
shop on West L.A. He held that position for a
total of 6 weeks, when following a kerfuffle
between the manager and the owners, Clark
was named manager, a position he held for the
next 7 years.
Clark, during this time, upon dissolution of his
marriage, met an attractive young recent grad from Cal
State Northridge name Robin and the hook was set. Clark
also met Don Callender, Marie’s son, who invited Clark to
join the Marie Callender Restaurant team, which THEY
did. Forty three years later, after the sale of the final of the
franchises that Robin and Clark owned: Sherman Oaks,
Burbank, Lancaster and Victorville, they rode off into the
sunset, leaving the
(See Clark and Robin Page 10)
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TOURS and

ACTIVITIES

Roberta Jacobs
bertalator@aol.com
(818) 360-5202

Harvey Jacobs
hjacobs@gibralterplastic.com
(818) 621-4774

Thursday July 4
Annual Newhall Parade
Meet at Mosher's at 7:15 23314 Eighth Street
Newhall
We’ll meet at Carol and Ron’s, grab a quick cup of coffee and
bun and head over to the staging area at 7:30. We’re in the first
wave, so we’ll escape the heat. Back over to the Mosher’s for
wonderful BBQ. Make sure to call Carol and tell her how many
you’re bringing and what you’re bringing to eat. (661) 904-8227
Thursday July 18
7:30 PM

General Membership Meeting
Galpin Ford
15505 Roscoe Bl. (At Orion St.)
North Hills
A little something for everyone - tech information, touring and
activity update, time to socialize and, of course, food.

Saturday
July 20
10:00 AM

Bob’s Big Boy Brunch Run
8876 Corbin (At Nordhoff)
Northridge

Idle chit chat trumps healthy food every time. Try to make it
because if you’re not there, you’re fair game to be talked about (all
good, of course.)
Sunday July 28
Meet at 7:30

Old Fashion Day in the Park
Whole Foods, Sherman Oaks
4520 Sepulveda
We’ll meet and depart shortly after 7:30 in order to make the
continental breakfast being served at 8:30, after we place out cars.
Prepare yourself for a day of cool relaxation. Be sure to bring
lunch, drinks, chairs and maybe a sweater.
Wednesday Lunch
11:00 AM

Lunch with the fellas
Lulu’s Restaurant
16900 Roscoe Bl.
Van Nuys
East side of Balboa south side of street.

Look ahead…
Sunday, August 18 Valley Relics Museum One hour docent led tour. $10 per. Lunch (of course) follows.
SFV Model A Ford Club Installation Banquet–
Sunday January 12, 2020 Knollwood Country
Club, Granada Hills
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
If you have any
suggestions for entertainment, give Carol Mosher a call - (661) 904-8227
or email - woody29@jps.net
All help will be graciously accepted.
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IT’S YOUR TURN

Ladies only - Gerri Radman
Refreshments -Gerri Radman

Words of wisdom for your pondering:
“A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is
putting on its shoes.”
Mark Twain

7/ 4
7/ 6
7/ 9
7/12
7/15
7/18
7/26
7/28
7/30
7/30

7/ 1
7/ 1
7/ 1
7/ 8

Skip Watson
Terri Padgett
Jeff Robin
Joyce Gunnarson
Harry Hirschensohn

Hank Fenenbock
Amy Sriro
Stacie Ratzlaff
Lynley Margules
Mason Dickson
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Norman & Suzanne Goodwin
Stewart & Catherine Levin
Ron & Janet Waters
Stan & Kathy Monheit
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You’re welcome.
Jim

Deadline to get your submissions in for the
June Rumble Sheet 7/30
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Era
Fashions
Catherine Tompkins
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Classified
Ads

SFV Chapter

$50

$60
$70

5/18

FOR SALE
Alternators - Inside Model A generator
housings.
Powerhouse also. 12V- ground or 6V+ ground, 50
amp output. Made to meet MAFCA & MARC
Judging Standards. Russ Evans (805) 428-2564

For Sale Model A Simplex,
H.L.Lang adjustable pocket watch
holder for the steering wheel. Brand
new in the box. Xlent COND.
Watch not included.
$30.00 Bob Sarnelle 818-399-7878

5/18
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San Fernando Valley Model A Club
General Meeting June 20, 2019
The meeting was called to order at 7:35 PM. Master Sgt @ Arms, Jim Rummel Led us in the pledge of allegiance.
Guest speaker Miriam Andino from the Red Cross instructed the members in the use of
Hands-Only CPR. This is a level of CPR where a lone person can be effective. If arrest is
confirmed, a call to 911 is to be made on speaker phone if
available. After calling for help, chest compression
should continue. Additionally the use of an Automated
External Defibrillator was described. Repeated emphasis
on
calling 911 could be the theme. The presentation of Ms.
Andino was brought to us by the efforts of Treasurer Stan
Presenter Miriam with Stan.
Monheit.
Clark Pomeroy reported to the members of the
Of the 30 foam ambulances handed
worsening condition of Allen Bennett.
Membership Officer, Bob Brown introduced visitor out, we were able to save 28!
Ron Waters, of Porter Ranch, owner of a 1931 Model A coupe and Guy Greene,
owner of a Model A Deluxe Coupe.
Vice President and pro-tem presiding officer Russell
Buelna read the list of June birthdays and
anniversaries.
Treasurer, Stan Monheit gave the May 2019
financial statement. Stan also made the members
Ron promises to give the
aware of magnetic signs available for our Model As.
guy’s wallet back, if he lives.
Any member wanting a sign can ask Stan.
Members drawing was won by Roberta
June birthdays - Roberta and Jack
Jacobs.
Secretary Fred Albrecht read the May 2019 membership minutes and
the June Board meeting minutes.
Member @ Large, Ron Mosher reported on his June 8 “Functional”
check of members' Model As. Some
serious mechanical issues were
discovered.
Ladies only drawing was won by Ruth
June anniversaries: L. To R. Phantom wife Sondra,
real Steve, Roberta and Harvey, physical Jack with Arroyo.
spiritual Lidia
It was reported that our Webmaster, Harry
Hirschensohn is dealing with a serious skin
cancer.
The $69 50/50 drawing picked by Roberta Jacobs was
won by Swap Meet planner and daredevil roadster driver, Donna (Richard Schwag’s guest)
wins L.O. Gift from Valerie.
Jim Lank.
Master Sgt. @ Arms, Jim Rummel counted five Model As
in the lot and delivered one joke. Meeting was adjourned.
Fred

Albrecht: Secretary

Ruth wins throw from Catherine.

For 69 bucks, I’ll be your BFF,
too.
Members only drawing
winner Roberta.
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So, what do you do?
Dr. A’s “Functionability” clinic

June 8, 2019

Dr. A hosted a clinic wherein we could inspect our cars to
verify that certain items, key to the safe operation, were on
correctly and adjusted properly. For demonstration
purposes, one
member actually
sabotaged his car, so
that it could be used
as a learning
“vehicle”, baring the
rubber from the
Work crew at the end of the day.
front wish bone, throwing
some extra leaf spring
parts on the exiting front spring, and not
John, Scott and Warwick
tightening the shackle and loosening the rear hubs, all
tend to John’s 28 Tudor.
with the intention of have OTHERS learn (he’s always
about the OTHERS.)

If you need someone to keep the
bed from leaping, Bob’s your man.

The cars were separated into 3 three groups
and while Dr. A headed up one of them, Mike
Culp and Carroll Vaughn headed the others.
Where minor adjustments could be made, they
were. Each owner got a check list of
things that yet needed to be repaired.
Major repairs, though few, were delayed,
due to the fact that one car in particular,
seemed to have hogged the lift and the
labor. Everyone ate well and everyone
learned more about their Model As and
stuff to look for that you might not
otherwise see.

Someone please get Mike another pad
of paper. He’s nearly out of this one!

Gerri, Ken’s pit crew
chief, getting up to date
Russ really looks like he
knows what he’s doing!

It’s getting hot in here.

Gerri giving one last
cinch the a rear lug.

Is Jim actually working? Or
maybe it’s Ash Wednesday.

Do you feel like your front end is
sagging? Could it use a little pepping up?
Try some of our leaf inserts and put a
spring back into your performance

Ash Wednesday it is.
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William S. Hart Mansion tour

June 23, 2019

After a short pretty drive up Sierra Highway and a left on Newhall
Avenue, we got to our destination - William S. Hart Park, whereon
sits Mr. Hart’s nifty mansion "La Loma de los Vientos” (the hill of
the winds) sits. Many thanks to
Carol Mosher for setting up the
tour with a wonderful docent
Margi, who led our private group
on an hour plus stroll through Two
Gun Bill’s house. The estate was
able to accommodate nearly all the
Model As we brought, so the
View looking north from forced march up the hill became a non-issue. Built in
Docent Margi with picture of William
LA Loma de los Vientos.
S. Hart at a War Bond rally in N.Y.C in
1926-27, the era craftsmanship shone throughout. And
He would out draw Lillian Gish
Mr. Hart was not shy about spending his money on the 1918.
and Lionel Barrymore.
latest in sound and projection equipment. In the kitchen sat
the refrigerator, state of the art in the late twenties as well as the trusty ice-box. Indeed, the
new electric refrigerator looked a great deal like the ice-box, because, as Margi pointed out,
consumers will try new products, if they can see a relationship to the old. She also related
how household staff (Mr. Was briefly married in the early twenties, but after it failed,
remained a bachelor until his death in 1946) held him
very high esteem, making him the recipient of valuable
gifts, ones typically the employees wouldn’t give the
boss. Another interesting story was how he had gotten a
pair of puppies at a very young age and allowed them to
Now, what color hat did sleep on his bed in the spacious L shaped master
you think he’d wear???
bedroom. These pups, grew and grew, until, at last Bill
cordoned off the L part of the bedroom and the Great
Danes had their own bedroom. On the drive down the hill after the tour of
Garage in the mid-thirties. Note the
the house, we saw some of the renowned buffalo that reside on the grounds.
Model A on the right. This building is
When reached the bottom, we parked, got out our picnic lunches and had a
now the public restrooms.
wonderful repast, including chocolate cookies
that Carol had brought and chocolate
and key lime humus thanks to the
Arroyos.

Those puppies got BIG!

Pictures of the picnic were not taken
due to park restrictions on
photography and the fact that my new
chair is real comfortable. I lied about
the first excuse.

Part of the buffalo collection still in the
park.

Little tech tip:
Radiator Water, I repeat WATER.. NOT antifreeze during the driving months of your car. The Ford Model A
engine is not a pressurized system therefore it does not need antifreeze. Use regular distilled water with a rust
inhibitor and all will be fine, It is recommended to change 2x a year. however if you are in a cold climate and
will be storing your car in an UN-Heated garage. Antifreeze is used during the winter months to prevent
freezing and cracking the block. Come spring time, drain your radiator of all antifreeze, run a gallon water
through with a radiator cleaner and run the car for 5 minutes, drain and replace with clear clean water and
radiator rust inhibitor.
Thanks MARC Club.
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Be sure to say howdy to our newest members

Oliver Calibet
1931 Truck
1931 Five window
Coupe

Scott McNatt
1931 Coupe

John and Jonathan Ciccarelli
1929 Coupe

5/19

2/19

10/18

Guy Green
1930 Deluxe Coupe

Ron “Muddy” Waters
1931 Coupe
6/19

6/19

(Clark and Robin con’t. from Page 1)

the hassles (and rewards) of the restaurant business in the
dust. With 2 grown sons, Clark and Robin now have time
to tend and to groom the stock in their stable, which
includes a 69 Camaro, a 28 Model A
Tudor, a 30 Coupe (their touring car)
and a recently acquired and in processed
of being refurbished, 1935 Ford pick-up
with a V-8. While not a machinist,
Clark’s mechanical ability has served
them well (as well as many members of
the club) in troubleshooting issues with
the cars and correcting them. And he’s
happy to help. Both are true assets to our
club – Clark having served as president in 2015 and 2016
and Robin, who serves our club as the Sunshine Lady
currently. Thank you both for your dedication and hard
work! And, if you’re ever chatting with Clark and at a loss

SWAP MEET / CAR SHOW

for things to say, ask about his grand-father and the stories
he told about when he was the chauffeur to Mr. Brand (of
the Glendale Brands) and the trips to Lee Vining in the
1910’s. Let’s close with a note from Robin. “He has
beautiful ’69 Camaro. I want to go on record, he bought
that car for me! Many years ago, I needed a
new vehicle and so I got brave and said I
wanted to buy a used muscle car and use it as
my everyday car. Well, he was all about that,
so we found it, I loved it, we bought it. It
promptly broke down and stranded me and I
said, in an impulsive moment, mind you,
‘You can have this d#*m car! I need
something that works!’ He bought me a
modern and that was the end of MY Camaro,
and he ended up with one more car… It might have been a
tactical error on my part…” R

October 20, 2019

On the following 2 pages you’ll see our flyer for Car show / swap meet, 2019. The flyers will have the
applications placed so both will be fill-out-able (flip on short side.) The flyers will be available at our next
meeting and we ask that everyone take some a pass them out judiciously at this point. We’ll really push hard
come July and August, but it’s a great time to TALK UP the event : a real car show, which should build up
traffic for the swap meet and the swap meet to build traffic for the car show. Between the two events, it will
be necessary for everyone in the club to get involved. Remember,Clark Pomeroy is the food maven, Hunter
Bloch is the car show guru and Russ Buelna is the tech wizard. We’ll be counting on you to make this a huge
success!
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Friends and vendors to the hobby. Make sure we support them!
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Who are we

The San Fernando Valley Model A Club (SFVMAC), a chapter of the Model A Ford Club of America (MAFCA), is a non profit organization whose purpose
is to serve as a medium of exchange of ideas, information and parts for enthusiasts of the Model A Ford car, to aid members and other enthusiasts in their
efforts to restore and preserve the car in its original likeness. The Rumble Sheet is the newsletter of the SFVMAC,published monthly, January
Through November. The organization disclaims any liability for the technical information provided herein. The material published are the opinions of the
authors and not those of the organization. We invite all those interested in the Model A Ford to join us. Ownership of a Model A Ford is not required. All
Members must join MAFCA. Membership includes a subscription to the newsletter. Material in the Rumble Sheet may be used in other publications provided
that credit is given for the source.

MONTHLY MEETINGS
General Meetings are held at Galpin Motors 15505 Roscoe Blvd., North Hills, CA (just east of the I-405) on the third Thursday of the
month at 7:30 PM except in December - No Meeting.
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